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B U S I N E S S  C H A L L E N G E S

The company had a 
continual focus on 
improvement and needed a 
tool to facilitate the process.

The focus was on 
improving machine 
and operator efficiency.

A solution that integrated 
with their ERP was essential.

B E N E F I T  O F  S W I T C H I N G

Utilization rates have 
improved across the shop 
floor by as much as 152%.

Employees being able to 
see their performance 
has increased excitement, 
engagement, and morale.

ECI + Alora Increases Job Shop  
Utilization by More Than 150%

In 2021, All Metals Fabricating took a huge step toward Industry 4.0 by 
deploying a manufacturing intelligence solution. The results: AMF improved 
its job shop utilization rates drastically. In some departments, the increase 
was more than 150%.

All Metals Fabricating is very clear about its future goals: Be the best and 
most automated contract manufacturer in the world by 2030. A sheet metal 
fabricating, welding, and machining company based in Texas, AMF has an 
incredible focus on continuous improvement. Elemental in driving toward that 
goal is Industry 4.0 technology.

Leading the way is Lance Thrailkill, who is the third generation of his family to 
guide AMF since it launched in 1953. When he joined the business, he brought 
his background as a CPA to bear, learning the business from the books out. 
Today as CEO, Lance’s focus is on identifying areas where AMF can improve and 
systematically tackling those challenges. “My job is to help our people do their 
job more effectively and efficiently. Everything we’ve invested in is rooted there. 
For us, Alora has been a really powerful tool in that effort.”

Integration and implementation support tip the scale 
AMF first engaged with Alora through its ERP provider, ECI Software Solutions, 
while searching for a machine monitoring product. The company leverages 
JobBOSS ERP to support its focus on growth, so the integration between ECI 
and Alora was a tipping point: “The fact Alora tied into our ERP system was 
huge; that made the choice a no-brainer for us because it helps us limit system 
sprawl.” Lance added that support throughout the Alora implementation 
process and during the first months of adoption validated AMF’s decision.

S U C C E S S  S T O R Y
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“People like to 
know how they 
are doing and see 
improvement in 
their performance,”

“When you buy something that lacks support and training, it quickly becomes 
another tool you won’t use. With Alora, the team was there from the start, and 
we learned from them all along the way,” Lance said.

Rapid results start chain reaction of improvement 
In the year or so since AMF first engaged with Alora, Lance has realized that the 
manufacturing intelligence solution delivers significantly more value than he 
ever expected. “Initially, it was the monitoring that was the big appeal. Then we 
got into the dashboards and analytics, and I realized that data goes hand in 
hand with what we’re doing here.”

At the base level, Alora’s ability to connect bilaterally into the JobBOSS ERP 
allows AMF to see all current jobs on all its machines right on the stripe chart, 
driving the type of improvement that Lance strives for. In fact, in the first six 
months after deploying Alora, AMF realized improvement across the shop floor, 
including departments that improved utilization rates by as much as 152%.

“People like to know how they are doing and see improvement in their 
performance; this gives them something that they can see in real-time, all the 
time, and it makes everyone want to do better,” explained Lance. “Awareness 
fuels the conversation, and the metrics raise the questions about what else we 
can do to improve. For example, our operators realized we needed additional 
standardizing on tooling. With that and some reorganization, we gained 
efficiency, driven by the operators and not management.”

With the team already identifying opportunities to increase efficiency, 
the second wave for AMF will focus on employee utilization.

Partnership accelerates results and continuous growth 
When it comes to improvement, Lance is clear that there is no point of arrival. 

“I think data is only as good as what you do with it; we’ve been accumulating 
it and also getting in front of our people to help them set goals and drive 
accountability.” He adds that while a plateau in terms of improvement is 
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expected, that is simply a chance to dive more deeply into the existing data to 
uncover opportunities for continuous improvements. “We’ve built up six-to-eight 
months of data, so the next step is looking at trends and the patterns there. 
The reality is, we were average before now we are getting better, and I expect 
that trend to continue for quite some time.”

Return on investment includes financial and soft rewards 
“Efficiency and utilization are two different things and coupling them together 
is powerful on several fronts,” said Lance. “When we look at the improved 
utilization alone, that completely justifies it from the numbers side. But you can’t 
measure the soft wins—engagement, continuous improvement, morale—those 
are harder to put an ROI on, and that’s the gravy,” explained Lance.

In terms of the impact on employees, AMF has seen substantial changes and 
has aggressive plans to continue to enable that improvement. “Having the 
ability to see their own performance has been impactful for our employees. 
We’re talking about operators who are high-detail, high-process and typically 
don’t like change. When they saw that Alora helps them, and will help us to 
reward them, they were excited.”

Lance says the single biggest impact of Alora has been employee morale and 
engagement. “It’s a momentum thing; we are helping them improve. They get 
to play a role in brainstorming ways to do their jobs better and that’s huge. It’s 
about engagement, communication on the floor, a shared desire to improve – 
that all rolls up around the data.”

AMF has already engaged custom dashboards, including an employee 
efficiency dashboard that will empower the company to compensate 
employees on their efficiency ratings and the money they save the company. 
For example, if they deliver the job better than the forecast – that win puts 
money back into their pockets. “We want to bonus not off the company’s KPI 
but the operator’s own performance. Alora will drive rewards and recognition 
and inspire our team to keep improving.”

“We were average 
before now we are 
getting better, and 
I expect that trend 
to continue for quite 
some time.”
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Advice for tackling Industry 4.0 
When it comes to suggestions for the adoption of Industry 4.0 technology, 
Lance is straightforward: “We have a rapidly changing industry, and you have 
to get with it or get left behind. IoT and Industry 4.0 aren’t just jargon; you have 
to run with it.”

In his opinion, monitoring is a great tool but only step one. “At AMF, we are 
working toward going paperless, having our machines ‘talk’ to each other, really 
connecting everything together and then linking all that into our ERP. If it’s a 
bolt-on solution that isn’t integrated, it won’t stick for the long term. Solutions 
must be integrated and Alora is a big part of that.”

AMF has also been careful to focus on positives, aware that employees might 
be concerned about the “Big Brother” potential of data solutions such as Alora. 

“If you approach it like you are going to beat them up, it’s not going to do well. 
We presented it as a tool to help their performance; that is a crucial factor. You 
can’t use it as a whipping tool.”

Other keys to success include training and ongoing efforts to take the data and 
turn it into team-driven improvement projects. “The software will get you from A 
to B, but beyond that, your team must engage to move the ball down the field. 
Be willing to give your people that data and hold them accountable, then you’ll 
get more than you imagined in terms of value.”

C O N TAC T U S  T O DAY T O L E A R N M O R E

E C I S O L U T I O N S .C O M/A L O R A

“Alora will drive 
rewards and 
recognition and 
inspire our team 
to keep improving.”

https://www.ecisolutions.com/alora

